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al anfh g 3r4la 3mar arias rra war ? al as gr om if
qenfe,Re Rf ar; n; var 3rf@rant al 3r@a zur gr?arr 3rd Igdn al t° I

Any person aggrieved by this Order-In-Appeal may file an appeal or revision
application, as the one may be against such order, to the appropriate authority in the following
way:

la ParT yatur saar
Revision application to Government of India :

..
() at1 6qr zca stf@,fr , 1994 ctr \::!Rf rn ~ ~ ~ l=fflwlT cB" 6fR lf
@iarr nT cbl" \:fCf-1:TRT cB' ~~ 4'F'g,¢ cB' 3i+fa unrv 3m4at a7fl fra, ad #qI,
fcrffi ia1au, ra Rm, qtft if5r, ta taa,if, { fact : 110001 cbl" cBT
s7ft afeg I

(i) A revision application lies to the Under ·secretary, to the Govt. of India, Revision
Application Unit Ministry of Finance, Department of Revenue, 41h Floor, Jeevan Deep Building,
Parliament Street, New Delhi - 11 O 001 under Section 35EE of the CEA 1944 in respect of the
following case, governed by first proviso to sub-section (1) of Section-35 ibid :

(ii) ~ +=f@" cBT "ITTA a ii a wt gr argy fat suer u r, arr
a fa8t qaenr a ugrur i ma ua g mf , z fa# masrIr zn suer i

ark ae fat aa <TT fcITT:1T 'l--1°-~wllx lf "ITT lffiYf cBT ~ cB' ~ "W "ITT I

'i) In case of any loss of goods where the loss occur in transit from a factory to a
arehouse or to another factory or from one warehouse to another during the course of
rocessing of the goods in a warehouse or in storage whether in a factory or in a warehouse.
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In case of rebate of duty of excise on goods exported to any country or territory outside lndia·"of
on excisable material used in the manufacture of the goods which are exported to any country
or territory outside India.

ma a ate f@hag a7 Ruff Ta q al ma a f#far suzjtr grca aa r R'3nl4
gca Rae m itma ae ft zz znqr Raffa &

(A)

(B) In case of goods exported outside India export to Nepal or Bhutan, without payment of duty.

3iRa uTaa # Gura zrc :r@R fg sit sp@t aRee mu { ?a an hi om#s vi z nr
vi fu # gafa 3ngaa, sr@ta cfi 8Rf tfTffi'f crr 'ffl'n:f "CR zn arefa tferfm (i.2) 1998 mxr 109

'[Rf~ fcITT: ~ "ITT I

(c) Credit of any duty allowed to be utilized towards payment of excise duty on final products
under the provisions of this Act or the Rules made there under and such order is passed by the
Commissioner (Appeals) on or after, the date appointed under Sec.109 of the Finance (No.2)

Act, 1998.

(«) a4ha enra zyca (r4ta) Ruta8t, 2oo1 fm g sifaRffe uaa igan <-s at wfzi i,
)fa 3rt #a uR am )fa Ritaah 'l-jffl cfi flu-mer vi or4ta oner # at-at #fzi #
er 6fa 34a futGr a1Reg (s rer arr g. hr grsff a siafd err 3s-z feufRRa#t
'lj1'@R cfi ~ cfi "fll~ ir3TR-6 'q@R cB'r m'd 'lfr ~~ I

The above application shall be made in duplicate in Form No. EA-8 as specified under Rule, 9 Q
of Central Excise (Appeals) Rules, 2001 within 3 months from the date on which the order
sought to be appealed against is communicated and shall be accompanied by two copies each
of the 010 and Order-In-Appeal. It should also be accompanied by a copy of TR-6 Challan
evidencing payment of prescribed fee as prescribed under Section 35-EE of CEA, 1944,
under Major Head of Account.

(2) Rf@4ur area # mer us ica va ya Gara 6qa m '3Xffl q;i:r "ITT "dT wffl 200/- im-ff :r@R cBT ~
W"{ Grei viea ya ara unr st at 100o/- cBT im-ff :r@R cBT ~ I

The revision application shall be accompanied by a fee of Rs.200/- where the amount involved
is Rupees One Lac or less and Rs.1,000/- where the amount involved is more than Rupees
One Lac.

tr gen, a4tu snlrze vi hara a7qr nmf@raw If 3rft
Appeal to Custom, Excise, & Service Tax Appellate Tribunal:

(1) a4hr Una zca 3rf@fr, 1944 cB'r mxr 3s--4/35-< gif@a 3,f@,Ru, 1994 cp1 'tlm s6 ip" 3fcl1fucfi 3R[<fd":

under Section 35B/ 35E of Central Excise Act, 1944 or Under Section 86 of the Finance Act,
1994 an appeal lies to :-

0

(ciJ) BctttfB-ifuta qRmct 2 (1) cp' aqag rgar a 3rra # rat, rat a mu i tr zyes, tu
Gala zgcrs vi vaa ar9ta urznf@raur (fre) #t ufa 2#hr fife, rsara 2"%
'BIBT, isl§ J..j,~1 •J-fcFf I3/#a7 ,fyIF,3ACt I isl I Ct -380004

(a) To the west regional bench of Customs, Excise & Service Tax Appellate Tribunal (CESTAT) at
2nd floor,Bahumali Bhawan,Asarwa,Girdhar Nagar, Ahmedabad : 380004. in case of appeals
other than as mentioned in para-2(i) (a) above.
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(3)

The appeal to the Appellate Tribunal shall be filed in quadruplicate in form EA-3 as prescribed
under Rule 6 of should be accompanied by a fee of Rs.1,000/-, Rs.5,000/- and Rs.10,000/
where amount of duty / penalty / demand I refund is upto 5 Lac, 5 Lac to 50 Lac and above 50
Lac respectively in the form of crossed bank draft in favour of Asstt. Registar of a branch of
any nominate public sector bank of the place where the bench of any nominate public sector
bank of the place where the bench of the Tribunal is situated.

afg za 3mt # a{ q ski at amt @tr & at rta a sitar a f #t ml TT
qfa n fu st afeg ga qt # sta zg «f fa far udt mi aa a fg zrerferft
374lRtu urnTf@erawr at ya r9la zn a{hraat ya 3ma fan Gar &l
In case of the order covers a number of order-in-Original, fee for each 0.1.0. should be paid in
the aforesaid manner not withstanding the fact that the one appeal to the Appellant Tribunal or
the one application to the Central Govt. As the case may be, is filled to avoid scriptoria work if
excising Rs. 1 lacs fee of Rs.100/- for each.

One copy of application or 0.1.0. as the case may be, and the order of the adjudicating
authority shall bear a court fee stamp of Rs.6.50 paise as prescribed under scheduled-I item
of the court fee Act, 1975 as amended.

za sit idf@a mii a firua a frii cm 3it ft ezn 3naff fqa Gar ? uit xWTT
zyca, tu sqra zrca gi hara ar41tu mnf@raw (raff4f@) Pr, «es2 i ffa ?1(5)

(4) qr4rzr zgrcn rf@/fa 47o qr igf@era dt 3rgqf- # siafa feffRa fh; 3ara 3Ira
nr pa 3mag zqnRe,f fufa qf@rat a 3mat # ,ta al ya ,R w 5.6.so ha .-llllll<illl

gca Rea car st a1f1

0
Attention in invited to the rules covering these and other related matter contained in the
Customs, Excise & Service Tax Appellate Tribunal.(Procedure) Rules, 1982.

0

(6) v gca,a Gara ya vi hara s741#tu =nznf@era (Rre), a uf ar@al # ma
cpcf&r l=!PT (Demand) gd s (Penalty) l 1o% qa soar an 34faf ? 1gr«if#, arf@a»a qavl 10
~~ t !(Section 35 F of the Central Excise Act, 1944, Section 83 & Section 86 of the Finance
Act, 1994) ·'

44duGalas sit eara± iaifa,sirgt "acrat#"(Duty Demanded) 
(i) (section) is ±D ehazaReufRa ft;
(ii) rem~~wwcfft xTf.<r;
(iii) Ade2Ree failaf 6aaa auzfI.

e azqfsa'if&a arfhus ga sawslqaak, srftfr a kfuqfaaaRuTua.
For an appeal to be filed before the CESTAT, 10% of the Duty & Penalty confirmed by the
Appellate Commissioner would have to be pre-deposited, provided that the pre-deposit amount
shall not exceed Rs.10 Crores. It may be noted that the pre-deposit is a mandatory condition
for filing appeal before CESTAT. (Section 35 C (2A) and 35 F of the Central Excise Act, 1944,
Section 83 & Section 86 of the Finance Act, 1994) ·

Under Central Excise and Service Tax, "Duty demanded" shall include:

(i) amount determined under Section 11 D;
(ii) amount of erroneous Cenvat Credit taken; .
(iii) amount payable under Rule 6 of the Cenvat Credit Rules.

zg an2rks ,fa arflnfawr#4 siiyea srrar zesoa aus f@a(f@a at alt is fg
Tueask 1o4rmu sh srzi baa aveRalf@a itasavsh 1o4rru alstaftI

In view of above, an appeal against this order shall lie before the Tribunal on payment
of 10% of the duty demanded where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or penalty, where

penalty alone is in dispute."
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F.No.V2(49)3/Ahd-South/2020-21

ORDER-IN-APPEAL

This appeal has been filed by Mis. Sahitya Mudranalaya Private Limited, 55/15, City Mill ~

Compound, Kankaria Road, Ahmedabad- 380 022 (hereinafter referred to as the 'appellant'),

against Order-In-Original No. 07/DC/Div-I/MK/2019-20 dated 14.01.2020 (hereinafter

referred as "impugned order") passed by the Deputy Commissioner, CGST, Division-I,

Ahmedabad South Commissionerate (hereinafter referred to as the "adjudicating authority").

2. The facts of the case, in brief, are that the appellants are engaged in the

manufacturing of excisable paper products viz. Question Papers, Cheque Books, Dividend

Warrant, Printed Books, Printed Magazines, Answer Books, Mark Sheets, Loose Printed

Sheets for Advertisement, OMR sheet, Envelopes, Folder, Letter Pads, Invitation Cards,

Various types of Avlokan Arijioni Nodh Book, Waste of papers generated during

manufacturing, etc. These goods are falling under Chapter 48 or 49 of the First Schedule of

the Central Excise Tariff Act, 198 5 (hereinafter referred to as 'CETA'). Consequent to an

investigation by officers of DGCEI, Ahmedabad, a show cause notice F.No.DGCEI/AZU/36

41/2017-18 dated 19.6.2017, was issued to the appellant, inter alia alleging that they had

manufactured and cleared answer books, nodh books, folders, invitation cards, letter Q
heads/pads, envelopes, waste papers, etc. by wrongly classifying them under Chapter 49 of

CETA instead of Chapter 48 of the Act ibid and had thus cleared the said goods under nil rate

of Central Excise duty. It was contended by the department that since the said products are

used for further printing or writing, they would fall under Chapter Heading No. 4820 of

CETA as per Chapter Note 14 to Chapter 48 which attract central excise duty @12.5%.

Accordingly, the show cause notice issued proposed re-classification of the impugned goods

and demand of central excise duty of Rs.49,37,500/- on the clearance of the said goods for

the period from 01.06.2012 to 2015-16 along with interest and penalties under Section 11AC

of the Central Excise Act, 1944 (hereinafter referred to as 'the Act') read with Rule 25 of the

Central Excise Rules, 2002 (hereinafter referred to as 'the Rules') and under Rule 27 and

Rule 26 of the Central Excise Rules, 2002 and confiscation of the goods under Rule 25 of the Q
Central Excise Rules, 2002.

2.1 Since the appellant had continued with the same practice, a further Show Cause

Notice dated 19.04.2018, covering the period from 2016-17 to 2017-18 (upto June, 2017) was

issued in terms of Section 11A(7A) of the Central Excise Act, 1944, as per details obtained

from them, demanding Central Excise duty amounting to Rs.12,39,809/- along with interest

and for imposition of penalty under Section 11AC of the Act read with Rule 25 of the Rules

and under Rule 27 of the Rules and for confiscation of the goods under Rule 25 of the Rules.

This notice dated 19.04.2018 was adjudicated vide the impugned order wherein the

adjudicating authority, relying on Commissioner (Appeals), Ahmedabad Order-in-Appeal

No.AHM-EXCUS-001-APP-008 to 009-2018-19 dated 24.05.2018 passed in the case of

principal SCN dated 19.06.2017, dropped the demand amounting to Rs.12,34,070/- on the

i.e. Answer Books, Gun Chasasni Arjioni Book and Receipt and Pmt Book with
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writing space by holding their classification under Chapter 49 of CETA and confirmed the

duty demand amounting to Rs.3,55,478/- along with interest on the remaining goods i.e.

Waster Paper, Invitation Card and Envelope, by holding their classification as proposed in the

Notice. Penalties were also imposed on the appellant under Section 11 AC of the Act read

with Rule 25 of the Rules and under Rule 27 of the Rules. Since the impugned goods were

not available for confiscation, the adjudicating authority refrained from actual confiscation of

the goods.

3. Being aggrieved with the confirmation part of the impugned order, the appellant has

filed the present appeal on the following grounds:

(a) that the adjudicating authority overlooked the basic summation that the appellant is
from the printing industry and produces the products which cannot be sold as general
stationery in stationery stores but are meant for specific purposes;

(b) that they have printed various articles for Gujarat Secondary Education Board (GSEB)
and Gujarat Secondary & Higher Education Board (GSHEB) as ordered by them and
after printing the same, it was sold to them and such articles were never meant for
open market. Therefore, it is their contention that their articles so printed will directly
fall under CTH 4901 of CETA as it covers all products of printing industry in specific

which attract NIL Tariff Rate;

(c) that from the entry at Chapter heading 48.20, it can be concluded that only stationery
like items which are generally and openly sold in market will be classified under 4820,
however if any customized printing which is not merely incidental carried out on these
items, then all the products as mentioned under Chapter 4820 becomes input on which
printing is to be done and the final output will be the product from printing industry
and thus classifiable under Chapter 49 of CETA;

(d) that the adjudicating authority has observed and matched the exact name of the
product with specific entry available in heading 4820 of tariff and without
appreciating the facts that the Appellant is using these products for further customized
printing which is not merely incidental, but having more fiduciary value then the
intrinsic value and the article emerged after such printing is having use of exclusive
customers and is not the stationery article for general public at large. Therefore, their
product cannot be classified under chapter heading 4820;

(e) that they rely on the case of MIs Data Processing Forms Pvt. Ltd. (Tri.-Ahmd.) [2014
(311) ELT 161 and the case of MIs Comper Products Company Vs. Commissioner of
Central Excise, Chennai-II [2018 96 taxmann.com 315 (Chennai-CESTAT);

(f) that further they would like to rely on landmark decision of the Hon'ble Apex Court in
the case of Holostick India Ltd. Vs. Commissioner of Central Excise [2015 (318) ELT
529 (S.C.) on similar issue which has become the basis of issuance of Circular No.
1052/01/2017-CX dated 23.02.2017 by CBEC, where under various products of
Printing Industries are clarified to be classifiable under 4901 if the printing is NOT
MERELY INCIDENTAL and the ratio of this decision and the clarification from
CBEC's circular is squarely applicable to the present case of the appellant as printing
on Folder for inserting Certificate and Letter heads/Pads are not merely incidental and
then all such goods will continued to be classified under chapter heading No.4901 and

5
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not under chapter heading No.4820. Thus, the ratio of the aforesaid circular is $

squarely applicable in the appellant's case;

(g) that the waste paper generated while manufacturing exempted products is exempted
in terms ofNotification No.89/95-C.E. dated 18.05.1995;

(h) that no interest is payable since the demand itself is illegal and unsustainable; and

(i) that since the appellant is not liable for duty, penalty cannot be sustained. Imposition
of penalty and interest will be sustainable only if liability of duty or tax exists. The
Hon'ble Supeme Court in the case of CCE Vs. HMM Ltd. [1995 (76) ELT 497 (SC)]
held that where the demand itself is unsustainable, the imposition of penalty cannot be
sustained.

4. Personal hearing in the matter was held on 26.11.2020. Shri Pravin Dhandharia,

Chartered Accountant, appeared on behalf of the appellant. He reiterated submissions made

in the appeal memorandum.

5. I have gone through the facts of the case, the grounds of appeal and the oral

submissions made during the course of personal hearing. The issue to be decided in the case

is as to whether the classification of the products viz. Waste Paper, Invitation Card and

Envelope manufactured and cleared by the appellant, as ordered by the adjudicating authority,

and the consequent confirmation of demand on the same along with interest and imposition of

penalty is legally correct or otherwise.

6. At the outset, it is observed that the adjudicating authority has passed the impugned

order by following the decision of the Commissioner (Appeals), Ahmedabad vide Order-in

Appeal No.AHM-EXCUS-001-APP-008 to 009-2018-19 dated 24.05.2018 in the case of the

appellant in respect of the principal SCN dated 19.06.2017, wherein he had upheld the

classification and demand on the three products under dispute in the present case as decided in

the Order in the case of principal SCN.

7. The products under dispute in the present case manufactured and cleared by the

appellant which have been reclassified vide the impugned Order by the adjudicating

authority, are as follows:

Sr. Product description Classified by Re-classified by the
No. Appellant under Adjudicating

CETSH authority under
CETSH

1 Waste paper 49019900 48239090

2 Invitation Card 49011020 49090010

3 Envelope 49111090 48171000

8. Against the classification as decided supra by the adjudicating authority, the appellant

has contended that the adjudicating authority overlooked the basic summation that the

appellant is from the printing industry and produces the products, which cannot be sold as
a,
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general stationery, in stationery stores but are meant for specific purposes; that as per Circular

No.1052/01/2017-Cx dated 23.2.2017 issued by the CBEC, various products of Printing

Industries are clarified to be classifiable under 4901 if the printing is NOT MERELY

INCIDENTAL and the ratio of the aforesaid circular is squarely applicable in their case. The

adjudicating authority's reasoning for re-classifying, is as under viz.

Waste paper:

The waste merit classification under CETSH 48239090 as waste is
generated while printing on books/other items, which is thereafter sold
as waste. According to the rule for classification ofgoods, the goods
shall be classified ifspecific description ofthe goods in CETHICETSH
exists. The description ofgoods in CETSH 48239090 - Other, covers
these goods as waste papers whereas the description ofgoods in CETH
49019900 does notpertain to it.

Invitation card:

According to the rule for classification ofgoods, the goods shall be
classified if specific description of the goods in CETHICETSH exists.
These goods merit classification under CETSH 49090010 as this is a
specific entryfor greeting or wedding cards whereas the description of
goods in CETSH49011020 does notpertain to it.

Envelope:

According to the rule for classification ofgoods, the goods shall be
classified if specific description of the goods in CETHICETSH exists.
These goods merit classification under CETSH 48171000 which is a
specific entryfor envelop whereas the description ofgoods in CETSH
4911090 does notpertain to it.

The appellant has also made certain submissions to argue that their products do not merit

classification under Chapter heading 4820 and has. also relied on some case laws in this

regard. I. do not find any substance in the said contentions as the products under dispute in

the present case were never contended or held to be classifiable under the said heading.

9. Now, coming to the products under dispute, it is observed that the product 'waste

paper' is nothing but defective printed material, books or other material, which arose due to

mis-printing or defective printing which was not usable and thus becomes waste and sold as

waste. The appellant had classified this product under CETSH No.49019900. Entry at

Chapter heading No.4901 pertains to 'Printed books, brochures, leaflets and similar printed

matter, whether or not in single sheets'. It is evident that this entry is very specific and it does

not any manner covers miscellaneous products. The appellant has not put forth any argument

or contention in support of the classification canvassed by them under the above heading.

Whereas on the contrary, the SCN and the impugned order had classified the product under

chapter heading No.48239090. The chapter heading No.4823 pertains to 'Other paper,

paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose, fibers, cut to size or shape; other articles

of paper pulp, paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding or webs of cellulose fibres'. As can be

seen, this chapter heading covers other articles of paper and it has residual entry at

7
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subheading No.48239090, which cover products of paper which was not covered elsewhere %

therein. Therefore, it is observed that the product 'waster paper' is more aptly classifiable

under CETSH 48239090 as held by the adjudicating authority. It is more so, as the nature of

printing, incidental or otherwise, does not have any relevance with respect to waste paper.

9 .1 The appellant further contended in this regard that the scrap which is generated while

manufacturing process of various books, text books, magazines, journals, annual reports, audit

report, etc. are already considered not taxable by DGCEI and also accepted at appellate level

under earlier SCN and hence classifiable under Chapter 49 as main product is classifiable

therein. It is not forthcoming on what grounds the appellant is making the above contention

when the earlier SCN for the previous period clearly demands duty on waste paper and the

Order-in-Original in case of the said SCN confirmed the said demand by classifying the

product under Chapter heading No.4823. The appellate authority has upheld the said

classification and demand of duty on waste paper. The other contention of the appellant that

their said product was exempted in terms of Notification No.89/95-CE dated 18.05.199 is

also not correct as the proviso to the said Notification very clearly provides that nothing

contained in that Notification shall apply to waste, parings and scrap cleared from a factory in

which any other excisable goods other than exempted goods are also manufactured, It is
· 

apparent in the case of the appellant that some of their products were. held to be liable for
.· ' 1· i·..

payment of duty and therefore, they were also clearing excisable goods other than exempted.
' I •..

Hence, their claim for exemption is devoid ofmerit and is rejected.

10. The product 'Invitation Card' is sought to be classified by the appellant under CETSH

No. 49011020 whereas the adjudicating authority had classified the product under CETSH

49090010. As discussed in the previous para, entry at Chapter heading No.4901 pertains to

'Printed books, brochures, leaflets and similar printed matter, whether or not in single sheets'.

Whereas, the entry at Chapter heading No.4909 pertains to 'Printed or illustrated postcards;

printed cards bearing personal greetings, messages or announcements, whether or not

illustrated, with or without envelopes or trimmings' and the subheading No.4909 0010

specifically pertains to 'Greeting or Wedding cards'. As is evident, the product 'invitation

card' clearly falls under this specific entry being in the nature of goods covered therein. As

per Rule 3(a) of General Rules for the Interpretation of the First Schedule of CETA, the

heading which provides the most specific description shall be preferred to headings providing

a more general description. Therefore, it is observed that the product 'Invitation Card' is

correctly classifiable under CETSH No.49090010, as is held by the adjudicating authority.

11. So far as the product 'Envelope' is concerned, the appellant has contended its

classification under CETSH No. 49111090 which pertained to 'Other printed material'. The

adjudicating authority had classified it under CETSH No. 48171000. The chapter heading 4817

Pertain to 'Envelops, letter cards, plain postcards and correspondence cards, of paper or

2
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paperboard, boxes, pouches, wallets and writing compendiums, of paper or paperboard,

containing an assortment of paper stationery' and subheading No.4817 10 00 specifically

pertains to 'Envelops'. It is observed that the appellant's contention in the matter basically

rests on the premise that since the printing done on the products under dispute being not

merely incidental, the products would get classified under Chapter 49 of CETA, which in turn

seems to be based on Chapter Note No.12 of Chapter 48 of CETA which reads as under:

"12. Except for the goods of heading 4814 or 4821, paper, paperboard,
cellulose, wadding and articles thereof printed with motifs, characters or
pictorial representations, which are not merely incidental to the primary use of
goods, fall in chapter 49."

As per the above Chapter Note, if the printing done on the goods is not merely incidental to

the primary use of the goods, then the printed goods fall under Chapter 49. In other words, if

the activity of printing done is essential to the primary use of the goods, then they should fall

under Chapter 49. Therefore, what is to be ascertained is the primary use of the goods and
tei,'.

whether the printing carried out is an essential activity for the said use of the goods. Mere
i: ! 'printing onthe goods would not take the product out the purview of the Chapter 48. It is a

1ow4 and'indisputed fact the envelops are generally used as stationery. The explanatory

notes given under Chapter heading No.4817 of the HSN clearly states that "This heading

covers paper orpaperboard stationery ofthe kind used in correspondence, e.g. envelopes, letter

cards, plain postcards (including correspondence cards). These articles may be printed with

addresses, names, trade marks, decorations, crests, initials, etc., merely incidental to their use as

stationery." From the said explanatory notes, it is clear that the product used stationery even

after printing would remain classified under Chapter heading 4817 for printing being merely

incidental to their use as stationery. It is not the case of the appellant that the impugned product is

not used as a stationery. They have also not come up with any cogent arguments/evidences to the

effect that the printing done was of essential nature and it was the printing activity done which

determines its essential character and use. In other words, the appellant could not establish that

the printing done on the said goods is not merely incidental to its use. The contention that the

printed product was for use of specific client does not ipso facto make printing not incidental and

change the use or nomenclature of the product as a stationery. The primary use of envelope

before and after printing remains the same. Therefore, the product 'Envelope' in the present case

merits classification rightly under Chapter-heading No.4817 and CETSH No.4817 10 00, as was

done by the adjudicating authority.

12. In view the discussions made above, I do not find any merit in the contentions raised by

the appellant on the classification of the impugned products in the case. The classification of the

impugned products as decided by the adjudicating authority is proper and correct and is therefore

upheld. Consequently, the demands raised in pursuance of the same are also sustainable and the

same are also upheld. When the demand stands confirmed, interest also becomes payable on the

ount recoverable. Penalty imposed under Section 1 lAC of the Act read with Rule 25 of the

9
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Rules in the case also stand justified as the products in question were misclassified by them and P ' ·.-.9 4

cleared without payment of applicable central excise duty. They were also liable for penalty under •
€ •

Rule 27 of the Rules, as they had not taken central excise registration as required under the excise @

law even after the products under dispute were held to be liable for payment of duty for the past

period.

13. Therefore, the impugned order passed by the adjudicating authority is upheld and the

appeal filed by the appellant is rejected being devoid of merits.

0

oc.e%%
o4

Akhilesh Kumar )
Commissioner (Appeals)

Date: 29.12.2020

The appeal filed by the appellant stand disposed off in above ter s.

#
(Anilkumar P.)
Superintendent(Appeals),
COST, Ahmedabad.

By Speed Post/ RPAD.

Attested:

To

Mis. Sahitya Mudranalaya Private Limited,
55/15, City Mill Compound,
Kankaria Road,
Ahmedabad- 380 022.

Copy to: o
1. The Chief Commissioner, Central OST , Ahmedabad Zone ..
2. The Principal Commissioner, COST, Ahmedabad South.
3. The Deputy/Assistant Commissioner, Central OST & C.Ex., Division-I, Ahmedabad

South.
4. The Assistant Commissioner (System), COST HQ, Ahmedabad South.

(for uploading the OIA)
5. Guard file.
6. P.A. File
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